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Executive Summary 

Changes in the global landscape (e.g., COVID-19, conflict in Ukraine) have 
exacerbated previously existing challenges and risks related to the procurement and 
inventory management of essential items. This lunchtime presentation to the Military 
Operations Research Society’s National Security Risk Analysis Community of Practice 
describes a tool developed by the Institute for Defense Analyses: the Defense Industrial 
Base Optimization Model (DIBOpt).  

Federal agencies use DIBOpt to facilitate procurement and investment decisions to 
minimize risk. More specifically, the U.S. government has used DIBOpt to prepare budget 
and procurement plans for medical countermeasures, and the Department of Defense 
has used the tool to examine the effects of precision-guided missile supply chain 
constraints on efforts (and timelines) to improve military readiness.  

DIBOpt allows military planners to consider a variety of factors, including industrial 
base capacity, sub-tier bottlenecks, price increases, sole-source manufacturers, product 
modernization, changes in required quantities, constrained budgets, and numerous 
additional factors. The complexity and evolving nature of managing these inventories (both 
medical and munitions) calls for a modeling solution to efficiently collect relevant input 
data and generate quick-turn analyses.  

DIBOpt also allows decision makers to explore the supply chains that support key 
items to determine 1) where bottlenecks exist, 2) the effect of those chokepoints on the 
ability to build inventories, and 3) the mitigation strategies necessary to reduce risk 
associated with inventory deficits.
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• Using a risk-based approach to inform decisions associated with critical 
item procurements, IDA has developed an analytical framework and suite 
of tools to present enterprise wide-level snapshots of 
readiness/inventories

– What is the purchase plan that replenishes critical items (to achieve a specified inventory 
level or minimize inventory cost)?

– What is the optimal production or purchase schedule for these items?

– When are infrastructure investments needed to either enhance existing facilities or build 
new plants to increase capacity?

– How are simultaneous surges resulting from mobilization or unexpected conflict best 
accommodated?

• A fairly straightforward risk concept is employed

– Risk = threat of negative outcomes associated with insufficient stockpiles

– Risk is measured as the gap, or shortfall, between requirements and inventories
(“readiness shortfall”)

– Requirements are informed by Department of Defense data inputs

• Risk is examined over time – assessments show how risk can be 
reduced/minimized at various levels of investment

Risk, Readiness, and Procurement Strategies
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• DIBOpt = Defense Industrial Base Optimization Model
–Simulation – evolution of inventory levels over time given ongoing steady-state 

demand, conflict-specific demands, and planned procurement

–Optimization – the mathematically driven “optimal” set of procurement and 
investment strategies to minimize risk

• DIBOpt captures many important aspects of the Defense Industrial Base 
problem
–Complex demand profiles and varying expenditures

–Supply chain interdependencies

– Investments in infrastructure, capital equipment, labor, etc.

–Production lead times

–Shared production lines

–Limited shelf-life

DIBOpt was designed to draw in classified and proprietary data inputs, including 
quantitative data on end-items and thousands of associated subcomponents, at 
various supply chain tiers.

Assessing Risk with the Defense Industrial Base 
Optimization Model (DIBOpt)
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Outputs

• Linear programming engine
• Portable software
• Optimal solution to trade space
• Integrates decision variables
• Adjustable objectives

DIBOpt Identifies Effective Options for Decision Makers

Optimized 
Purchasing & 
Risk Mitigation

Input Data

Baseline & Conflict 
Demands

Current Inventory 
Levels

Industrial Base 
Expansion Costs/

Lead Times

Baseline Production
Rate/Capacity

Minimum Production 
Requirements

Spending by Item 
& Category

Mitigation Costs

Inventory Gaps

Inventory Evolution, 
Given Funding

-or-
Required Funding to 

Reach & Maintain 
Specified Inventory

Configuration Parameters

• Optimization constraints 
• Adjustable prioritization
o Constrained budget vs. 

maximized inventory
o Relative priority of items or sets

Item Shelf-Lives & 
Extendibility

Contract Impacts

Inventory 
Requirements

Cost

Inventory

Bottleneck 
Identification

Optimal Production 
Investments

Manufacturing 
Lead Times

Consumption
Rates

Optimized 
Purchase Plan

Time-phased:

Optimizes
procurement and 
investment plans to 
maximize inventory, 
given all input data

Simulates
evolution of inventory 
over time, based on 
input data and 
optimized 
procurement and 
investment plans

Provides decision 
makers with a tool
that offers realistic 
purchase plans, 
where realism 
increases along with 
the detail and fidelity 
of input data
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• Various types of risk assessments are generated

– Readiness gaps – what is the current inventory of critical items and how does that
compare to the required number needed to achieve the mission?

– “Time to health” – under steady-state and conflict conditions, how long does it take to
build up inventories to the desired level?

– Operational deficits – given a set of conflict demands, do we have the requisite
number of items to achieve the mission? If not, how large are the deficits?

– Bottleneck identification – what are key points of congestion (constrained production)
in the network? How might bottlenecks be alleviated?

• A linear optimization model produces an optimal plan for purchasing
critical items and investing in infrastructure over a user-specified time
interval

– Inventories are displayed over time

– Risk is quantified

– Both prime and sub-tier supply capabilities can be considered given the availability of
data

Key DIBOpt Outputs
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• Within IDA’s Strategy & Risk Program, analytical support (using 
DIBOpt) has been provided to a variety of DOD sponsors

– Cross-cutting study for the Joint Staff (JS J8 and JS J4) and the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense (OSD/Industrial Policy) focused on developing options for 
mitigating operational risk brought on by precision-guided munitions (PGMs) 
shortfalls for a critical set of munitions

– Study for the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (DASD/Industrial Policy) in 
support of Executive Order 13806, “Assessing and Strengthening the 
Manufacturing and Defense Industrial Base and Supply Chain Resiliency of the 
United States,” focused on assessing surge possibilities within U.S. manufacturing 
and the defense industrial base for both peacetime and conflict cases to increase 
munitions preparedness

• The above analyses of munitions were conducted at a micro-scale 
(e.g., firm level) to assess health, identify risks and fragility, and 
suggest options for mitigating risk using optimization modeling 
techniques

• Leveraging data provided by the sponsor, IDA enhanced DIBOpt to 
allow detailed sub-tier production and capacity data to be used, so 
sub-tier capacity bottlenecks could be identified

IDA Support to DOD (Prior Studies)
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 Readiness

 Steady-state and conflict-based assessments given current
industrial base capacity

 Defense industrial base characterization
 Network analytics and visualization

provide insight into the complex structure
of the industrial base

 Investment strategies
 Time and cost associated with expanding capacity at the prime

and supplier tiers
 Quantifying level of risk mitigation associated with investments to

supply chain
 Data enclave

 DIBOpt as a data repository of supply-side and demand-side data,
at the prime producer level as well as for sub-tier suppliers

DIBOpt Munitions-Related Assessments
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IDA Support to DOD (Current Project)

• DIBOpt originally was developed to capture important dynamics of
the industrial base and supporting supply chains for precision-
guided munitions. However, DIBOpt is currently being used to
model medical items.
– DOD must ensure sets of medical items are available for deployed personnel
– Requirements regarding the number of sets in inventory are informed by

anticipated deployments

• In the past, DOD used spreadsheets to manually analyze inventory
data to inform future orders; this practice became increasingly
difficult without a simulation and optimization tool to facilitate
analyses

• IDA assists the sponsor by providing the analytical support needed
to develop an optimal outcome that meets stockpile inventory goals
and minimizes spending/waste

• IDA continues to enhance and refine tool capabilities to
accommodate new constraints, additional data, non-medical item
costs (e.g., disposal of expired or unusable items), funding
changes, and other updates
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DIBOpt Analyses Inform DOD Planning/Purchasing of a 
Strategic Medical Stockpile

Current challenge is maintaining two different medical sets

DOD wants to systematically consider the following factors:

 Limited funding

 Item expiration (some items are eligible for shelf-life extension programs)

 Item unavailability (due to lead times or capacity constraints)

 Vendor-driven production changes, requiring item replacement with more expensive versions

 Changes to total inventory requirements based on threat analysis/inventory target goals

 Changes to set consumption (annually)

 Set prioritization objectives

Set 1
7 unique items

Set 2
15 unique items

Hundreds of thousands of sets required
Hundreds of sets required

9

DIBOpt Creates Many Useful, Tailorable Outputs

Visualized evolution of Medical Set inventories over time, given funding

• Funding profile derived from sponsor
• Anticipated funding is insufficient to reach 100% inventory
• DIBOpt can handle any kind of variation

Risk levels are customizable

DIBOpt leveraged zero-cost inventories of key items at 
defined times to boost stockpiles before leveling off

Set 1 is prioritized over Set 2; degree of priority can be customizedA key item cannot be purchased
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Inventories Become More Balanced

Visualized evolution of item inventories over time, given funding

 DIBOpt balances inventories over time (as excess expires), while also
maximizing number of sets in the short term

 When some items are unavailable, DIBOpt invests in items with
more “bang for buck” (lower cost, long shelf-life)

Type Item FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 FY27 FY28 FY29 FY30 FY31 FY32 FY33 FY34 FY35 FY36 FY37 FY38 FY39 FY40

Item 1 73% 86% 88% 89% 90% 88% 88% 88% 71% 62% 60% 60% 62% 65% 67% 67% 66% 67%

Item 2 120% 134% 137% 132% 113% 101% 88% 80% 75% 70% 63% 61% 63% 66% 68% 67% 66% 67%

Item 3 104% 113% 115% 125% 125% 72% 79% 80% 72% 63% 60% 61% 62% 65% 67% 67% 66% 68%

Item 4 146% 167% 199% 89% 91% 75% 79% 80% 72% 63% 60% 60% 62% 65% 67% 67% 66% 68%

Item 5 157% 169% 166% 157% 160% 161% 153% 88% 70% 62% 60% 60% 62% 65% 68% 67% 66% 67%

Item 6 73% 68% 77% 87% 98% 70% 76% 77% 68% 61% 59% 59% 61% 63% 66% 65% 64% 65%

Item 7 29% 44% 64% 85% 89% 86% 80% 76% 68% 60% 58% 58% 60% 62% 64% 64% 63% 64%

Item 8 37% 63% 60% 60% 60% 64% 73% 63% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 50% 50% 51%

Item 9 0% 22% 58% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 59% 57% 56% 55% 54% 53% 52% 52% 50% 52%

Item 10 163% 103% 53% 60% 60% 60% 60% 58% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 50% 50% 51%

Item 11 79% 105% 53% 60% 60% 60% 60% 58% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 50% 50% 51%

Item 12 311% 311% 320% 323% 323% 330% 331% 339% 342% 336% 50% 50% 53% 54% 58% 59% 63% 56%

Item 13 135% 158% 53% 62% 60% 60% 60% 58% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 50% 50% 51%

Item 14 360% 368% 391% 406% 314% 60% 63% 59% 51% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 51% 50% 52%

Item 15 274% 276% 304% 320% 325% 60% 68% 60% 51% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 51% 50% 51%

Item 16 210% 217% 241% 257% 261% 60% 62% 58% 51% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 51% 50% 51%

Item 17 307% 324% 53% 65% 60% 60% 60% 58% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 50% 50% 51%

Item 18 236% 175% 99% 63% 60% 60% 60% 58% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 50% 50% 51%

Item 19 167% 132% 53% 61% 60% 60% 60% 58% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 50% 50% 51%

Item 20 491% 496% 321% 60% 70% 60% 60% 58% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 51% 51% 50% 51%

Set 1

Both Sets

Set 2

Some inventories are > 100% because sponsor has been purchasing certain items/building 
inventories while other items are not yet available for purchase (items 1, 7, 8, 9)

All items 
moving toward 
the inventory 
level that can 
be supported by 
planned funding

Over time: 
None are 
substantially 
higher or lower
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Customizable Outputs Inform DOD Decision-Making

Expiration is 
unavoidable, but is 
smoothed over time

Example Individual Item

Outputs can be tailored to the needs of DOD leaders to provide high-quality evidence to inform 
decisions and help set more accurate and evidence-based funding priorities.

Key outputs include:

 Optimal purchase plans that evolve over time to include real-time constraint changes (delayed 
deliveries, cost/pricing changes, evolving requirements, etc.)

 Cost of expirations over time

 Plots of specific item inventories as affected by key inputs/constraints (e.g., price, deliveries, 
shelf-life)

 “Time to health” (i.e., when inventory level will reach desired target)

 Other custom outputs as requested by sponsor
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Next Steps in DIBOpt Development

• Further improve DIBOpt capabilities and leverage
available features

• Identify additional data sources to ingest into DIBOpt to
inform analyses

• Continue to make DOD aware of DIBOpt as a tool for
addressing existing industrial base challenges
– Informing decisions and investments to build resiliency
–Linking decisions to high-quality evidence/data outputs
–Setting funding priorities and achieving efficiencies using

advanced analytics
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For additional information, please 
contact:

• Ms. Julie Kelly, jkelly@ida.org

(703) 845-6961

• Dr. Jim Thomason, jthomaso@ida.org

(703) 845-2480

Thank you for your time and attention!
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